Government Domain Task Force

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Open nominations for co-Chair of Government DTF
  – Formation of new Statistics WG
  – Presentation about M modeling language
  – Discussion about glossaries, taxonomies and ontologies
  – Cross-membership with Government Blockchain Association
• **Focal Themes for 3Q 2020:**

  • Government Blockchain Association ("GBA") support
  • RegTech / Financial Transparency Act ("FTA") support
  • New Statistical Working Group (N-cube standard/M Language)
  • NIEM Support (both down to local governments and internationally)
  • Federal Data Strategy (OMB and Federal CDO Council)
  • GREAT Act /Evidence-Based Act (Data Coalition)
• Liaisons
  – NIEM
  – Government Blockchain Association

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – Charter discussion and DTF rename
  – Election of co-chair(s)

• Documents
  01 – Summary of Q3 2020 key initiatives
  02 – Presentation on Glossaries, Taxonomies, and Ontologies
  03 – M modeling language presentation
  04 – Proposal for new Statistical WG
  05 – Government Blockchain Association presentation
  06 – Chief Data Officer of GBA presentation